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ABINGTON HISTORY GROUP
Aspects of Abington history.

ABINGTON NATUREWATCH

AHMED, Haroon
Cambridge computing: the first 75 years.

AHMED, Haroon & DENBIGH, Philip
Cambridge depicted: engravings, history and people.

ALDRIDGE, Barry & ALDRIDGE, Sue
Memories of RAF Witchford.

ALEXANDER, Denis R
The Isaac Newton guide book.

ALEXANDER, John
Runaway, Red Beret and Reverend: the remarkable story of Mike McDade.
[Baptist Minister in Great Shelford.]

ALUN-JONES, Deborah
The wry romance of the literary rectory.

ARCHER, Mary
The story of The Old Vicarage Grantchester.

ASHTON, Patrick
Preserving Ely: a history of Ely’s jam factory.

BACON, Louise, COOPER, Alison [&] VENABLES, Hugh

BALLANTYNE, Errol M
Memoirs of a taxi driver (part 1).
The Author. 2013. ISBN 9780992652005

BARROWCLOUGH, David & MORRISON, Kate
Ely: the hidden history.

BAYNES, Len
The will to live: a Japanese POW’s memoir of captivity and the railway.

BISHOP, Stan D & HEY, John A
Losses of the US 8th & 9th Air Forces, volume 4: ETO area July 1944 – September 1944.

BLACK, Michael
Learning to be a publisher: Cambridge University Press 1951–1987 personal reminiscences.

BLAKEMAN, Pamela
Notes on the firm of Joshua Taylor in Ely.

BOWMAN, Martin W.
East Anglia from the air: Cambridge & around.

BRIGHAM, Allan
Hemingford Road 1878–2012.
BROWN, Paul A
Chittering & Elmeney: a selective report of the history, geography, biology and family memories of a fen margin farming hamlet in Cambridgeshire.
The Author. 2011.
[Revised edition. First published 1987]
BROWN, Shirley & BROWN, Stephen
Trumpington through time.
ISBN 9781445606330
CARLING, Chris
But then something happened: a story of everyday dementia.
ISBN 9780957307902
CARPENTER, Ralph
Horace Gautrey’s diary: part 6 1949–1951
[Cottenham.] The Author. 2012.
CATHERWOOD, Christopher
The Cuckoo’s nest: five hundred years of Cambridge spies.
ISBN 9781909349636
CHANDLER, Sue
Bill Robinson: memories of Bassingbourn during WW2.
ISBN 9780992647704
CHISHOLM, Judith
Tears, love, laughter: celebrating 30 years of Arthur Rank House Cambridge Hospice.
ISBN 9781909349636
CHISHOLM, Michael
In the shadow of the Abbey: Crowland.
ISBN 9780946252909
CLARK, Bill
Route and branch: being an account of my life, as I grappled with it to the best of my ability!
ISBN 9780957195936
CLARK, John Willis
Liber memorandorum ecclesie de Bernewelle.
Cambridge. CUP. 2011.
ISBN 9781108030014
[Facsimile reprint. First published 1907]
CLARK, John Willis
The observances in use at the Augustinian Priory of S. Giles and S. Andrew at Barnwell, Cambridgeshire.
Cambridge. CUP. 2011.
ISBN 9781108030007
[Facsimile reprint. First published 1897]
COCKRILL, D
Parallels.
ISBN 9781452081137
COOPER, Tony
Head on the block.
ISBN 9781780884448
COWHAM, Mike & COWHAM, Val
ISBN 9780955115530
COWHAM, Mike & COWHAM, Val
ISBN 9780955115547
CROSS, Ray
Life & memories.
SHBB Publishing. 2012.
ISBN 9780957107366
CUTTLER, Richard
ISBN 9781407307619
[British Archaeological Reports (BAR) British Series 528]
DARBY, H C
The medieval fenland.
Cambridge. CUP. 2011.
ISBN 9781107614987
[Paperback edition. First published 1940.]
DEKKER, Arn
The Cambridge peace trail.
DOSANJH, Warren
The music scene of 1960s Cambridge: walking tour, bands, meeting places and the people.
EDEN, Richard
Sometimes in Cambridge: memoirs.
Cambridge. Clare Hall. 2012.
ISBN 9780953271757
EWART, Elaine
Words for wide skies: a poetry anthology.
FISHER, Stuart
British river navigations: inland cuts, fens, dikes, channels and non-tidal rivers.
ISBN 9781472900845
FLETCHER, Taleyna
Archaeological investigations into a blocked-up doorway at St Peter’s Church, Horningsea, Cambridgeshire.
[OA East Report No 1411]
FOWLE, Kathleen
Coton through the ages.

FULBOURN VILLAGE HISTORY SOCIETY
A walking guide to the Fulbourn area.
Fulbourn. FVHS. 2013.

GORTON, P M
The church of St Mary The Virgin Gamlingay, Cambridgeshire.
Gamlingay. Friends of St Mary’s Church. 2012.

HALSON, Paula
ISBN 9780956391735

HARDING, John
A Methodist education: the Leys under Moulton and Barber 1875–1914.

HASLINGFIELD VILLAGE SOCIETY
Welcome to Haslingfield.

HAWES, Sue
My life with dogs.
Hedgerow Print. 2012.
[Soham dog breeder.]

HAWKING, Stephen
My brief history.
ISBN 9780593072523

HICKS, Carola
The King’s glass: a story of Tudor power and secret art.
[Reprint. First published 2007.]

HOLLAND, Richard
Cambridgeshire ghost stories.
ISBN 9781902674742

JENNISON, John & SHEFFIELD, Tony
ISBN 9780711036543

JONES, David
Hideous Cambridge: a city mutilated.
ISBN 9780992607302

KINDERSLEY, Lida Lopes Cardozo, HOARE, Lottie & SHERWOOD, Thomas
Cutting into the workshop: celebrating the work and life of David Kindersley.
ISBN 9781107614680

KINSELLA, John
Graffiti: artworks and poems from Churchill College.
ISBN 9780956391759

KLINGLE, David
The use of skeletal evidence to understand the transition from Roman to Anglo-Saxon Cambridgeshire and Bedfordshire.
ISBN 9781407310435
[BAR British Series 569]

LATTER, Jonathan E
A second Elysium: the parish church of St Thomas a Becket, Ramsey, a history and guide.
ISBN 9780956576019

LIPPINCOTT, Kristen
An introduction to King’s College chapel.

LIPPINCOTT, Kristen
The stained glass windows of King’s College chapel.

MALLON, John
Disorderly fields.
ISBN 9781908026453

MANN, Sheila
Hints of a perfect splendour: Aelfrida Tillyard, a novel biography.
ISBN 9780992603403

MANN, Sheila
The only place to be: Cambridge nursing homes 1888–1989.

MANSFIELD, Nick
Buildings of the labour movement.
ISBN 9781848021297

MEARA, David & KINDERSLEY, Lida Lopes Cardozo
Remembered lives: personal memorials in churches.
ISBN 9781107664487

MEPAL AND WITCHAM PRIMARY SCHOOL
Owls, Herons & Robins: poems by the pupils of Mepal and Witcham Primary School.

MITCHELL, Andrew, AINSWORTH, Steve & LAX, Tony
Nostalgic Cambridge.
True North Books. 2013.
ISBN 9781906649890

MOWL, Timothy & MAYER, Laura
Historic gardens of Cambridgeshire and the Isle of Ely.
ISBN 9781908326324
MUDD, Andrew [&] WEBSTER, Michael
Iron Age and Middle Saxon settlements at West Fen Road, Ely, Cambridgeshire: the Consortium site.
ISBN 9781407308258
[BAR British Series 538]

NEALE, Jim
Burwell & District Motor Service: illustrated history.
ISBN 9780957599611
[Reprint. First published 1978.]

NEALE, Jim
Cambridge Coach Services: from the driver’s seat.
ISBN 9780957599604

O’CONNOR, Bernard
Gamlingay Park and the Downings.
ISBN 9781447853428

OSBORNE, Mike
Defending Cambridgeshire: the military landscape from prehistory to the present.
ISBN 9780752493305

OSWALD, P.H. & PRESTON, C.D.
John Ray’s Cambridge Catalogue (1660).
ISBN 9780903874434

PILKINGTON, David
The War Memorial in St Matthew’s Church, Cambridge.
ISBN 9781901546470

PLOWRIGHT, Alan.
A National Serviceman’s lot: an account of two years spent in the RAF on a rite of passage from 1957 to 1959.
ISBN 9780956392916
[Includes time at RAF Duxford.]

PREECE, Richard C. & SPARKS, Tim H.
ISBN 9780903874441

PRICE, Leslie
A wildlife oasis: the Fowlmere RSPB nature reserve.

PRIDE, Michael

PRINCE, Anne
Independent Cambridge: a guide to, and celebration of, the City’s best independent traders, venues and events.
ISBN 9780957440616

PURCELL, Mark, HALE, William [&] PEARSON, David
Treasures from Lord Fairhaven’s library at Anglesey Abbey.
ISBN 97818579598261

RODGERS, Kevin
Our Lady of Good Counsel and St. Peter centenary.
[The Author. 2011.]
[History of March Roman Catholic church.]

ROONEY, David
Henry Morris the Cambridgeshire Village Colleges and community education: education from the cradle to the grave.
ISBN 9780951555118

ROTHERHAM, Ian D
The lost fens: England’s greatest ecological disaster.
ISBN 9780752486994

RUSHWORTH, Gill
John Frederick Constable: hat manufacturer of Cambridge.
[Swaffham Bulbeck.] The Author. 2013.

SALTER, Paul G.
Attacked and left for dead.
ISBN 9781843868378

SCOTT, Maureen & DELANOY, Lorna
Words, words & more words.

SHORT, Sylvie
Two churches together: a history of Swaffham Prior.

SICA, Anna [&] WILSON, Alison
The Murray Edwards Duse Collection.
Mimesis. 2012.
ISBN 9788857512556

SIGEE, David C.
University mails of Oxford and Cambridge: early letters, college stamps and Victorian security marks.
ISBN 9781780882998

SLACK, Sue
Cambridge.
ISBN 9780752436234
[Reprint. First published 2005]

SMITH, Ali
Shire.
ISBN 9780957512823
[Includes biographical notes on Helena Mennie Shire.]

SPAIN, Jonathan
The pilgrimage to Our Lady of White Hill: antiquaries, local historians and the formation of a historical tradition.
ISBN 9780992632304

STUBBINGS, David
*Cambridge Museum of Technology: history of the Sewage Pumping Station Cheddars Lane.*

TAMES, Richard
*An armchair traveller’s history of Cambridge.*
ISBN 9781907973772

TEMPLE, Steve & EADE, Alan
*Impington Mill: its history and restoration.*

TRUMPINGTON LOCAL HISTORY GROUP
*Trumpington history trails 1: the historic centre of Trumpington.*
Cambridge. TLHG. 2013.

2030 VISION STEERING GROUP
*2030 Vision for the Cambridge sub-region.*
[Cambridge. The Author. 2013]

WALLIS, Andy T
*Cambridge main line through time, part 1: Cheshunt to Audley End.*
ISBN 9781445606762

WHITEHEAD, Eleanor
*Photographic memories of Histon and Impington.*

WILLIAMS, Jo
*Norfolk, Suffolk & Cambridge.*
ISBN 9781909268180

WITTERING, Shirley
*The ecology of enclosure: the effect of enclosure on society, farming and the environment in South Cambridgeshire, 1798–1850.*
ISBN 9781905119448

WOODHOUSE, B.
*Fulbourn: from St. Vigor’s Church via Church Lane and Eye/Hay Strete to Fulbourn Station.*
Fulbourn. The Author. 2012.

YOUNG, Francis
*Witches and witchcraft in Ely: a history.*
ISBN 9780992640408

ZAJAC, Camilla
*Cambridge wit & humour.*
ISBN 9781902674933

---
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